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Introducing Ellie
… and a couple of disclaimers
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Inviting You In
… collective insights and experiences have the most impact



(y)our 
connection to 
LEx 
involvement 
and/or 
leadership

 Let’s test the chat box

 A thought or question you have about LEx involvement and/or 
leadership

 What you really want to know about LEx involvement and/or 
leadership

 How you would like to engage with LEx involvement and/or 
leadership



LEx, What the?
... saying what we mean and meaning what we say



LEx as a
concept, 
within context

 Why we use ‘those’ words

 What we mean when we say it

 Lived experience … of what … really?



how ‘we’ make 
sense of it is 
evolving

 LEx of mental health issues

 LEx of distress and/or mental health issues

 LEx of mental distress, social issues or injustice



we need to 
account for 
experience(s) 
and identity

 This is ‘justice doing’ 

 The individual and the collective

 All of the intersections

 All of our reasons

 Together, as allies

 With compassion and kindness

Vikki Reynolds



(y)our 
connection to 
these ideas so 
far

 Let’s test the chat box

 How do you make sense of ‘LEx’?

 What do you bring to this space?

 Why are you here?

 How do you remind yourself what is most important to/for you?



LEx Involvement
… what we want, we have to create with/for others



conditions for 
enabling LEx 
involvement 
and leadership 
to thrive

integrity of 
process, 

developing 
capability 

and capacity

resourced

co-produced, 
or genuine 

partnership at 
a minimum

collective, 
inclusive, 

diverse and 
intersectional

value(s)-based 
and meaningful

embedded

safe 
(enough) and 

supported

backed 
by/with 

leadership



LEx Leadership
… it’s complicated



(y)our 
connection to 
LEx leadership

 Let’s test the chat box

 Are you a LEx leader? Why / why not?

 Who is a LEx leader? What makes them so?

 The great bits?

 The not so great bits?

 How do we grow LEx leadership and its impact?



‘LEx 
leadership’

 Self-identifying is hard

 It looks different for different people at different times and in 
different places … for different reasons

 Developmental pathways and/or mentoring are rare

 LEx Leader, or Leader [full stop]

 It’s simple, but not easy (like Jon Kabat-Zinn said)













LEx 
involvement 
and leadership 
for me

 A lot of deep learning:

 When to hold firm … and when to let go

 When to speak up … and when to stay quiet

 That not all is at it appears

 Patience you must have (said Yoda)

 This is way bigger than me

 Asking the hard and/or unasked questions

 It is the hardest ‘work’ I have ever done



(y)our 
connection to 
this last 
section

 Let’s test the chat box

 What has your journey been like?

 What deep learning have you had?

 How do you stay strong in using your LEx for change?

 What wisdom can/do you share with others?



THANK YOU!!

ehodges@lelan.org.au if anything comes to mind later


